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Court Finds U.S. Jurisdiction Over Foreign Vessel

SEPTEMBER 21, 2015

United States courts continue to uphold prosecutions of non-U.S.-flag vessels for pollution incidents beyond U.S.

waters when the pollution is covered up with false records presented to U.S. officials.

In a decision issued on September 15, 2015, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Alabama followed

precedents from a number of courts that hold that the U.S. has criminal jurisdiction over violations of the Act for the

Prevention of Pollution from Ships, even though the underlying actions – allegedly wrongful discharges of oily

wastes and plastics and false entries in records books – were committed on the high seas.

DSD Shipping A.S. and certain of its crewmembers from DSD’s tank vessel STAVANGER BLOSSOM are facing

charges in federal court in Mobile, Alabama, for criminal violations of the U.S. Act for the Prevention of Pollution from

Ships. The charges stem from the alleged wrongful discharge of oil-contaminated bilge water and plastic bags at sea

and the failure of the ship’s crew to document those discharges in the vessel’s Oil Record Book and Garbage

Record Book. Unlike the vast majority of defendants in similar cases, the company and crewmembers here have

decided to fight the charges in court rather than accept a plea agreement.

With trial currently set for October 2015, the defendants argued that the U.S. lacks jurisdiction to charge them for

alleged violations of maritime pollution regulations occurring outside of U.S. waters on a foreign flag vessel.

However, the court disagreed, noting that the charged offenses are based on the entry of the vessel into U.S.

waters with a knowingly inaccurate oil record book and not on the conduct on the high seas. The court pointed out

that the charges are not for the pollution or even the making of false entries, but rather for the misrepresentation in

U.S. ports resulting from bringing the false record book into the U.S. The court then went even further, ruling that

even if the offenses were the making of the false entries on the high seas, the APPS prohibitions against that

conduct apply extraterritorially, because the harm protected against – the misleading of Coast Guard investigators –

effects matters in the U.S. and the crimes do not depend on where they are committed. 

In its ruling, the court also held that separate charges for bringing the same false oil record book into different ports

was not an improper multiplication of the charges. The defendants had been charged with similar offenses for

bringing the allegedly false record books into Mobile, Alabama, and into Lake Charles, Louisiana. In their pre-trial

motion, the defendants argued that the charges violated the Constitutional prohibition against double jeopardy by

charging them with multiple criminal counts for the same alleged misconduct. However, the court pointed out that
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the offenses were not the alleged pollution itself or the making of the allegedly false oil record book entry, but

separate incidents of bringing inaccurate books into multiple U.S. ports. 

U.S. v. DSD Shipping, A.S., Crim. No. 15-00102-CG-B (Docket No. 167).
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